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RELOADING…
What happens next?

Someone, somewhere, is pressing the refresh button. As the fresh produce business 
waits for the rest of the world to reload, it has an unexpected opportunity to rethink, 
to re-evaluate and to renew. No doubt most of you have heard John F Kennedy’s well-
used maxim about the Chinese having a word for crisis that means both danger and 
opportunity. It’s a popular mistranslation, but the sentiment’s a valiant one. And after 
all, it was Jack who once helped bring about a thaw in US-Russian relations when the 
world was spooked by the chilling prospect of nuclear war. For those seeking some 
reassurance right now in the face of an unsettling global event, it also serves as a timely 
reminder that our world has overcome some big challenges in the past.

While obviously not quite the same as geopolitical tensions between trigger-happy 
superpowers, the question of how long the coronavirus crisis will continue is absolutely 
critical to what happens next in the world of fresh produce. Consumer demand for 
fruit and vegetables may well rise as health concerns drive purchasing behaviour in the 
wake of the pandemic, but economic depression could see it fall. Either way, delivering 
those products is going to be more difficult because of complications in logistics and 
transport, shortages in the labour supply needed to harvest and process products, 
and various other instances of essential new measures leading to higher cost. An 
assessment published in early May by industry association Freshfel Europe sets out in 
excellent detail what it and its members see as the short- and long-term effects of the 
crisis. Caused largely by emergency undertakings designed to deal with the pandemic 
itself – principally travel restrictions and social distancing – these are being seen in 
three main areas: markets, supply and logistics. For growers and packers, emergency 
measures are making the production and supply of fresh fruit and vegetables slower, 
more difficult and more expensive. For logistics providers and distributors, the time and 
money needed to adjust supply chains is already considerable. »

+
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But it’s in the markets themselves, those previously vibrant hunting grounds, where the 
effects of coronavirus have arguably been most evident. The headline story is of demand 
ebbing dramatically away from the shipwrecked foodservice sector and surging towards 
the supermarkets, which mercifully managed to weather an initial stockpiling storm 
without capsizing. In all three areas, the impact has been severe in the first few months 
and could continue for the foreseeable future. The likely prospect of foodservice outlets 
reopening – as was happening in many parts of Europe at the time of publication – 
offers a ray of hope for companies heavily reliant on that distribution channel, but the 
chances are that reopening will not mean a return to what was previously considered 
normal. “Did you remember to book a table at McDonald’s, sweetheart?” The advent 
of this bizarre parallel universe might yet prove to be a prediction based in paranoia, 
but until we have the absolute reassurance of a proven vaccine, at least some of the 
distancing measures to which we’ve rapidly become accustomed will remain in place.

As restrictions on movement are lifted, what many markets will potentially be left with 
as a result of the disruption is a blurring of the lines between foodservice and retail, 
with both channels trying to adjust and reconnect with consumers who – for the time 
being at least – are less inclined to eat out. While retailers have seen a spike in online 
demand, many foodservice operators have also established new connections with 
consumers where they live, meaning home delivery has suddenly become an arena in 
which more supermarkets and restaurants will compete directly for a share of that last-
mile distribution.

Waiting on the world to change

For those producers and distributors having to contend with new restrictions that 
defend the world against Covid-19, the challenges are not going to disappear so 
quickly. Like the shoppers waiting patiently outside supermarkets, fruit and vegetable 
companies will also have to queue for what they need – workers, transport, packaging, 
fuel and so on – and, when they get to the front of those lines, they will also pay more. 
The danger is that these higher costs will never really go away, instead calcifying in all 
areas and rendering it harder than ever to return value back along the chain.

Factor in more limited access to credit insurance, the very real prospect of missed 
payments, and an inevitable rise in the cost of inputs and raw materials, and it’s clear 
that the world’s fresh fruit and vegetable suppliers will need time to adjust. In some 
cases, we will see that supply base shrink. There is also a good chance we will see a move 
towards more local, regional and seasonal supply in certain markets. Planning ahead 
will be far more difficult than before, making it harder to programme production and 
promotions in line with the category management principles that were being honed 
and perfected prior to 2020.
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The jury is out on what happens to packaging, for example, and whether there will be 
greater demand for pre-packed products in the longer term. In Germany, Rewe Group’s 
fresh produce category director Stephan Weist says the company didn’t see a notable 
increase in demand for packed items during lockdown, but elsewhere that does appear 
to have been the case. The packaging companies themselves certainly think so. If that’s 
a trend that does continue, then pressure to recycle, not to mention invest in new 
packaging machinery, will intensify. In the longer term, suppliers that cannot find a way 
to limit these cost increases or indeed pay for them – either themselves or further along 
the chain – run the risk of losing market share. As former Nature’s Pride chief executive 
Shawn Harris observes in a recent episode of Fruitnet’s new podcast series Fruitbox, 
greater efficiency and greater speed will be required. Her example of blueberries being 
packed in round tubs that are then shipped in square boxes draws our attention to the 
shape of things to come. “What a waste of space,” she declares. “This could be 20 per cent 
more efficient, [which means] one less truck out of five on the road.”

Mechanisation, automation, digitisation – call it what you will, the need for more 
integrated supply chains and systems of production has never been greater, nor indeed 
has the availability of technologies that can meet that requirement. There will be 
consolidation too. Mergers and takeovers will create bigger centres of supply and more 
powerful service providers, all with greater spending power for inputs and more weight 
when it comes to negotiating deals with customers. The trouble is, those customers will 
be fewer, and those that remain most likely stronger. It might be a new normal for the 
global fresh produce business, but the old rules of supply and demand, as well as 
economies of scale, will continue to regulate its flow. As the new picture comes into 
sharp focus, much of it will look familiar, but things will never, ever be the same. _
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READ THE  
FULL REPORT

+

You can download a free copy of Fruitnet's 32-page report about the impact of 
coronavirus on the international fresh produce business. The full report includes news, 
comment and analysis of three key areas:

+ MARKETS How lockdown is changing the shape of the fresh produce business
+ SUPPLY As costs rise, companies need to prepare for some big challenges
+ LOGISTICS The global fresh produce industry has a serious circulation problem

To obtain your copy of the full report, just head to fruitnet.com/reports
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